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Your box full of technical tools!

No ordinary box, but a box full of practical and relevant management tips for the modern layer market, regularly filled by our LOHMANN team of experts on the topics of management, nutrition, veterinary and incubation.

You will see, a regular visit is worth it – for you and for your business!
This is our LOHMANN social media platform. Find out all the news in and around our big LOHMANN family.

**LOHMANN News:**
What’s new at LOHMANN? You can find out here!

**Customer News:**
YOU take centre stage! Do you have something interesting to report? Contact us! We are happy to publish anything worth knowing from and about our customers!

**LOHMANN Worldwide:**
Find out everything about our activities worldwide, where we are, when, why and how!

**LOHMANN Events:**
If you are looking for more information about our events, you have found the right place. Perhaps you would like to join us next time?

**LOHMANN’s Egg World:**
Everything about eggs - cooking, tips and tricks and much more. Just have a look and collect ideas.

So much text and no time to read? Then we have two alternatives for you. If you like good films, then take a look at our **VIDEO BOX**. Technology, events, history, there is something for every interest.

Or are you a friend of podcasts? Knowledge at the touch of a button - that’s what our **PODCAST by LOHMANN** stands for.